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ABSTRACT. Recent activities in virtually all fields engaged in consciousness studies indicate early signs of a \textit{structural turn}, where verbal descriptions or simple formalisations of conscious experiences are replaced by structural tools, most notably mathematical spaces. My goal here is to offer three comments that, in my opinion, are essential to avoid misunderstandings in these developments early on. These comments concern metaphysical premises of structuralist approaches, overlooked assumptions in regard to isomorphisms, and the question of what structure to consider on the side of consciousness in the first place. I will also explain what, in my opinion, are the great promises of structural methodologies and how they might impact consciousness science at large.

1. Introduction

So far, the scientific study of consciousness has mainly employed verbal and linguistic tools, as well as simple formalisations thereof, to describe conscious experiences. Typical examples are the distinction between ‘being conscious’ and ‘not being conscious’, between whether a subject is ‘perceiving a stimulus consciously’ or not, between whether a subject is ‘experiencing a particular quale’ rather than another, or more generally any account of whether some $X$ is part of the phenomenal character of a subject’s experience—part of what it is like to be the subject, that is—at some point of time. Formalisations of these verbal descriptions mostly make use of set theory, examples being sets of states of consciousness of a subject and simple binary classifications, or of real numbers, for example to model ‘how conscious’ a system is. There are sophisticated mathematical techniques in the field, but to a large extent, they only concern the statistical analysis of empirical data, and the formulation of a theory of consciousness itself, but not the description of conscious experiences which underlies the data collection or modelling effort.

Much like words shape thoughts, descriptions shape science. In the case of consciousness studies, the descriptions that were available so far have fed into theories of consciousness, have
determined what can be inferred about the state of consciousness of a subject, and have guided ways of conceptualising the problem under investigation.

They have, for example, led to a number of theories that explain what it takes for a single stimulus or a single piece of information to be consciously experienced, but which remain silent or vague on how the phenomenal character as a whole is determined. They have led to measures of consciousness which are specifically tailored to find out whether a single stimulus or single quality is experienced consciously [27], but are not meant to infer phenomenal character beyond this. And to some extent, at least, they have privileged research programmes which search for either-or conditions related to consciousness, such as arguably the search for Neural Correlates of Consciousness (NCCs) that is largely predicated on a conception of having “any one specific conscious percept” [38].

Because verbal descriptions only parse part of the phenomenal character of an experience, part of what it is like for an organism to live through a particular moment, it is no surprise that means to go beyond these simple descriptions are highly sought after.

In recent years, the idea of using mathematical spaces, or mathematical structure more generally, to go beyond verbal descriptions and simple formalisations have started to sprout in virtually every discipline involved in the scientific quest to understand consciousness. Following pioneering work by Austen Clark [7] and David Rosenthal [58], mathematical spaces are now applied in philosophy [8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102], neuroscience [72, 70, 82, 42, 46, 17, 28, 75, 83, 19, 28, 75, 83, 18], cognitive science [24, 61, 23, 51], psychology [36, 40, 54, 81] and mathematical consciousness science [16, 32, 69, 55, 47, 48, 66, 76, 74, 73, 31, 33, 34]. They are known under various different names, including quality spaces [7, 57], qualia spaces [69], experience spaces [33, 35, 56], Q-spaces [6, 45], Q-structure [45], Φ-structures [72], perceptual spaces [82], phenomenal spaces [11], spaces of subjective experience [70], and spaces of states of conscious experiences [31]. The first theory of consciousness to make use of mathematical spaces was IIT 2.0 [71]; more recent versions expand and refine the idea [52, 1].

What unites all these proposals is the hope that the mathematical structures they propose are useful to describe the phenomenal character of an experience more comprehensively, more precisely, or more holistically than verbal descriptions or simple formalisations allow, and that mathematical structures can cope both with the apparent richness and with the many details that make up experiences. If this hope pans out, it has far-reaching implications on how to study, measure and think about consciousness.

My goal here is to offer three comments which I think are important to keep in mind when applying structural ideas in theory and experimental practice, so as to avoid misconceptions.

---

1The term mathematical structure, which I will explain in detail Section 3 below, is more general than the term mathematical space. That is, every mathematical space is a mathematical structure, but there are also mathematical structures which are not mathematical spaces, either because they only comprise individuals (so do not satisfy the intuition that a space is about many individuals), or because their structure is more complex than one would typically take a space to be. The question of which mathematical structures to call mathematical spaces is a matter of convention, which is why there is no definition of a general concept of mathematical space in mathematical logic.
or misunderstanding early on. I hope that my comments are helpful for those working on structural ideas as well as those observing these developments with a degree of scepticism.

2. Three Promises of a Structural Turn

Before offering my comments below, I will briefly sketch the implications that structural methodologies may have for consciousness science. This might be of interest to those who have not engaged with this research before, and allows me to illustrate what I think are some of the great promises of a structuralist turn.

2.1. Theories of Consciousness. We currently have at least 38 theories of consciousness with new theories being proposed on a regular basis, albeit without much general attention. The reason for that, I contend, is that as far as theoretical work is concerned, it is actually very easy to come up with theories of consciousness of the type we have today.

The majority of contemporary theories of consciousness aim to explain whether a system’s state, a stimulus, a piece of information, or a representation is consciously experienced, or not. That is, they target a binary classification between states, signals, stimuli or representations. The simple verbal distinctions mentioned in the introduction—a system ‘being conscious’ or not, ‘perceiving a stimulus consciously’ or not, ‘experiencing a particular quale’ or not—are all examples of such binary classifications.

Formulating theories of consciousness that target binary classification is relatively straightforward, as far as theoretical work is concerned. This is because devising a \{0, 1\} classification only requires identifying some property, function, or dynamical mode of a brain mechanism. All configurations that exhibit this property, function or dynamical mode are mapped to 1, while all which do not are mapped to 0. And within non-structural approaches, nothing technical prohibits one from postulating that the 1 cases correspond to conscious experience of a stimulus, state, piece of information or representation, while the 0 cases correspond to unconscious experience thereof. The empirical or conceptual validity of such a choice is an important question, yet from a technical standpoint, formulating theories that target these distinctions is straightforward.

It is much more difficult to come up with a well-formed hypothesis of how a brain mechanism, or physical system more generally, relates to a mathematical space or mathematical structure. Because a mathematical space or structure consists of a set plus some relation or function on
this set, there is much more information to provide in specifying a space or structure than specifying only a set. Furthermore, this information has to satisfy constraints to provide a legitimate definition of a mathematical object, such as the axioms of a particular space. So defining a space or structure is much more of a challenge than finding a binary classification.

The task is more difficult even if the space or structure that a theory is to provide has a specific, theory-independent form. That is the case if the theory has to account for phenomenal structure that has independent justification or independent motivation.

This difficulty is illustrated by the fact that we do not, at present, have a theory of consciousness that targets the mathematical structures that have been proposed to account for conscious experiences on independent grounds. To the best of my knowledge, there are only two theories that define phenomenal spaces: Integrated Information Theory (IIT) [1] and Expected Float Entropy Minimisation Theory (EFE) [48]. While both theories represent significant advances, establishing a link to existing phenomenal spaces (cf. Section 5) remains a next-level challenge.

Because formulating theories that account for phenomenal structure in addition to non-structural explananda necessitates meeting more constraints than formulating non-structural theories, structural theories are likely to be more predictive than their non-structural counterparts. Furthermore, because the phenomenal structure is an integral aspect of phenomenal character, a theory that accounts for phenomenal structure in addition to non-structural explananda has a broader explanatory scope than one that focuses solely on the conscious-unconscious distinction. Therefore, a structural turn might deliver more explanatory and more predictive theories of consciousness. This is the first major implication I can see of structural approaches in consciousness science.

2.2. Experimental Investigations. A shift towards structural methodologies could also have significant implications for experimental research. One immediate implication follows from the previous section, i.e., from the transformative effect that structural methodologies could have on theories of consciousness. If structural theories of consciousness would indeed be more predictive than the non-structural theories we have today, then they might be easier to test than the theories we have today and the new predictions about structural facts might offer new avenues for experimental investigation.

But structural thinking could also yield new experimental tools and methodologies that are separate from theoretical advancements. For instance, under certain conditions, structural approaches offer an entirely new methodology for measuring NCCs [11]. This methodology could potentially address some of the foundational challenges in existing methodologies, such as the co-activation of cognitive processing centres causally downstream of the core NCC, and might not require traditional methods to assess a subject’s state of consciousness. I

3Proponents of both theories are fully aware of this task, and IIT has made a first step in this direction in [17].
4Lukas Kob made this point for structuralist approaches during a wonderful talk at the recent Structuralism in Consciousness Studies workshop at the Charité Berlin, though my comment here concerns the wider scope of structural approaches, cf. Section 3 for more on that distinction.
5Speculating wildly, one might hope that if theories of consciousness could account for theory-independent phenomenal spaces, this could help to mitigate the problem that empirical tests of theories of consciousness currently rely heavily on theory-dependent methodological choices [79].
discuss and criticise the key assumption that enables this methodology—the assumption of a homomorphism between phenomenal and neuronal structures—in Section 4 below. But nevertheless, even if this assumption proves to be more limited in scope or strength than initially anticipated, the methodology might still have advantages compared to existing options to search for NCCs.

The implication that intrigues me most, however, is the possibility that structural approaches may introduce new measures of consciousness. A measure of consciousness, as conventionally understood, is a method to determine whether an organism is conscious, or whether a given stimulus or signal has been consciously perceived. Measures of consciousness are “consciousness detection procedures” of sorts.

Structural approaches raise the possibility to construct new and potentially more powerful measures of consciousness, which do not only focus on whether a single stimulus is experienced—a single quality of phenomenal character, that is—, but on phenomenal character more comprehensively.

The potential of structuralist approaches in this regard can be nicely illustrated by considering verbal report, which is a paradigmatic (albeit often criticised) measure of consciousness. In the case of report, subjects use language to report facts about their experience. They might, for example, indicate that they experienced a red colour, or saw a face in a masked stimulus. The problem with reports is that when compared with the actual experience, they contain very little information. Which shade of red did the subject experience, precisely? How did they experience the face, and with which details? What else did they experience in addition to the reported fact? In information-theoretic terms, this problem arises because the channel capacity of verbal report and other behavioural indicators is low compared to the information content of conscious experiences.

Structural approaches allow us to bypass the limited channel capacity of reports and similar measures of consciousness, because structural descriptions can store information about the phenomenal character of a subject. That is the case because structural descriptions represent features of a subject’s phenomenal character that relate individual non-structural facts. For example, relations between experiences, or relations between constituents of experiences, such as individual qualities.

Given the structural information in a phenomenal space, a few bits of information collected in an experimental trial, for example by means of reports or similar measures of consciousness, can suffice to pin down the location in a structure, resulting in information about what a subject is experiencing that might go far beyond the bits of information that were collected. This is similar to how a geographic map can be used to decode rich information about one’s location based on a few bits of information. Finding out one’s location in the wilderness without a map or other map-like tools generally is a very difficult task. But given a map, procedures like triangulation are available that only require a few bits of information, such as the angles between three landmarks in line of sight. That’s possible because maps store information about geography. Another example of this sort is quantum tomography, where a

---

4I’m grateful to a conversation with Lucia Melloni about the problem of reports and similar measures during a walk at the above-mentioned Structuralism in Consciousness Studies workshop.
set of carefully chosen measurements, together with structural information about the quantum state (specifically, the inner product and projective structure of the Hilbert space) is used to pin down the exact state among an infinite number of possibilities.

In a similar vein, phenomenal spaces might be used to decode information from carefully chosen low-capacity measures of consciousness. How to precisely do this remains an open question as of yet, and strongly depends on a thorough understanding of phenomenal structure in the first place (cf. Section 5), but it is a viable possibility.

2.3. Conceptual Work. Structural approaches can also be essential, finally, in conceptualising consciousness and its potential problems. It is not unlikely that interesting philosophical implications arise, specifically in the context of structuralist assumptions, but what I’d like to highlight here is the importance of structural thinking in shaping our pre-theoretic problem intuitions about consciousness; those intuitions, that is, which guide both our theorising and experimental work.

Structural thinking might well turn what we previously thought about consciousness upside down. It might change how many of us think about their own research in the first place. To give two very preliminary examples, I think that structural approaches are relevant for epistemic arguments like Mary’s room [27, 26], and for modal arguments like colour inversion [65, 4].

For epistemic arguments such as Mary’s room, the big question is whether one presumes that structural facts about experiences are known. If Mary propositionally knows, for example, which structure the experience of red has, and if structure is sufficient to individuate experiences, then she might be able to use her advanced neuroscience knowledge to create an embedding of the structure of red experiences within her own phenomenal space, even if she never experienced red, or any colour for that matter, before. Similarly, outside the realm of thought experiments, we might use structural facts to create experiences that approximate what it is like to be a bat. Structure might furnish an objective phenomenology [44].

Modal arguments, similarly, need to be rethought. The typical colour inversion thought experiment presumes fairly homogeneous colour spaces—colour spaces that possess symmetries. This presumption is critical because if a colour inversion is not a symmetry, then the difference between colour experience before and after the inversion will manifest itself both in behaviour and in the use of colour words: through similarity judgements and other expressions of structural facts. The closest approximation we have to a space of consciously experienced colour qualities is the CIELAB colour space [63], which is highly non-homogeneous and may not admit symmetries to the extent that we expect. Adding valence and other consciously experienced attributes of colour experiences might further erode any remaining symmetries. Thus, at least the usual intuitions regarding qualia inversions and other modal arguments may cease to be valid. Structural approaches might force us to reconsider intuitions that are built on these types of arguments.
3. Metaphysical Premises

My first comment concerns an intuition which I have often encountered when discussing structural approaches with colleagues: that structural approaches are metaphysically presuming. Most notably, they seem to many to be tied to physicalist or reductionist metaphysics. The goal of this comment is to show that this is not the case. Structural approaches offer a new descriptive tool that can be applied independently of metaphysical assumptions, and in research programs of any metaphysical flavour. Structural approaches do not have metaphysical premises, and they do not come with a preferred metaphysical interpretation.

The major reason why structural approaches are often taken to be metaphysically presuming is that they are conflated with structuralist approaches. Structuralist approaches assume that individuals can be individuated by structure: that for every individual $x$, there is a unique location in a structure, a location in which only $x$ holds. Intuitively speaking, the idea is that specification of all structural facts suffices to also specify all facts about individuals in that structure.

In the context of consciousness science, the individuals in question can be experiences, phenomenal character, qualities or qualia. The structures in question are experience spaces (spaces whose elements are experiences), phenomenal spaces, quality spaces or qualia spaces. Furthermore, there are ontological, epistemological and methodological ways of reading a structuralist claim. But in all cases, the idea is that the domain of individuals exhibits structure, and that this structure is sufficient to individuate the individuals in the relevant sense.

Structural approaches, in contrast, are not committed to a claim of individuation. An approach is structural if it applies mathematical structure. And as I will now explain, more often than not, mathematical structure does not individuate individuals. In order to see why, we must differentiate between two readings of the term ‘structure’. This will also yield a clear formal definition of structuralism in a given consciousness-related domain.

Mathematics offers an unambiguous definition of what a structure is. A mathematical structure consists of two things: domains, on the one hand, and functions or relations, on the other hand. The domains of a structure are the sets on which the structure is built. They comprise the individuals in a structuralist sense. In the case of a metric space, for example, there are two domains: the set of points of the metric space and the real numbers that constitute the “distances” between points. In the case of a partial order, there is just one domain: the domain of elements that are to be ordered. The second ingredient of a mathematical structure are functions and/or relations. Functions map some of the domains to other domains. In the case of a metric structure, for example, there is a metric function that maps two points to a real number. Relations link points to each other. In the case of a partial order, for example, there is a binary relation on the set of points. This relation specifies ordered pairs of points, usually written as $p_1 \leq p_2$.

When the term ‘structure’ is used in natural science, it usually follows this mathematical definition. For example, if we talk about the structure of space-time, we mean the mathematical structure of a Riemannian manifold. If we talk about the structure of a neural network, we mean the mathematical structure of the graph that specifies the connectivity of the network.
When we use the term ‘structure’ in the context of structuralist ideas, however, it only refers to the second ingredient of a mathematical structure: the functions and relations that a mathematical structure contains. These functions or relations are what individuates the individuals—the elements of a domain—in a structuralist sense.

While customary in the context of structuralist assumptions, this use of the term ‘structure’ to designate only relations and functions is problematic. That is the case because we cannot actually specify relations or functions without specifying the points or elements that the relations or functions operate on. The symbol ‘≤’, for example, can be used to indicate a type of structure, a partial order in this case, but it cannot define or specify a structure. Any concrete definition or specification of a partial order needs to make use of, or refer to, the points that the relation links. It needs to make use of some domain in the mathematical sense of this word. Strictly speaking, it does not make sense to use the term ‘structure’ to refer only to the functions or relations. I will refer to structure in the structuralist sense—that is to the functions and relations that are part of structure in the proper sense of the term—as structure in the narrow sense of the term.

The structuralist idea that relations or functions determine all individuals still makes sense, of course, independently of terminological issues. And it can be expressed in a neat formal requirement, making use of the notion of an automorphism. An automorphism is a one-to-one mapping from the domains of the structure to themselves which preserves the functions or relations. That is, it preserves structure in the narrow sense of the term. For every point of the structure, an automorphism specifies a point as its target in such a way that the functions and relations of the structure do not change when going from the source to the target: whenever some points satisfy a relation before the mapping, they also satisfy the relation after the mapping, and equally so for functions.

Automorphisms may or may not exist. The identity mapping (not changing anything) is always an automorphism, but depending on how rich or complex the structure in the narrow sense of the term is, there might not be other automorphisms. In particular, if it is indeed the case that every point \( x \) of a structure satisfies a unique location of structure in the narrow sense of the term, then there is no automorphism other than the identity. One cannot exchange any two points without changing structure in the narrow sense of the term. In this case, one says that the automorphism group is trivial. Vice versa, if the automorphism group of a structure is trivial, then every point must have a unique location.

Because structuralism (in the context of consciousness) is the assumption that every point \( x \) of a structure (in the general sense of the term) satisfies a unique location of the structure in the narrow sense of the term, we therefore find that structuralism is equivalent to the condition that the automorphism group of the relevant structure (in the general sense of the term) is trivial. This constitutes a nice formal characterisation of structuralism:

---

7 It’s ‘trivial’ because that’s the simplest possible case, and the set of automorphisms is a group because automorphisms can be combined and inverted as required by the axioms of a group in mathematics.

8 For every point to have a unique location in a structure is for there not to exist a permutation or other mapping of the domains of that structure to themselves that leaves the structure in the narrow sense of the term invariant.
(STR) Structuralism about a domain is true iff the automorphism group of that domain is trivial.

Here, the domain could comprise individual experiences, phenomenal characters, qualities or qualia, depending on which type of structuralism is under consideration.

The crucial point of this section is that mathematical structures can, but need not, obey structuralist assumptions. They may or may not have a trivial automorphism group. In fact, if we look at mathematical spaces in mathematics, physics and other natural sciences, in the majority of cases, the automorphism group is not trivial. Simple examples of spaces with non-trivial automorphism groups are the Euclidean spaces $\mathbb{R}^2$, $\mathbb{R}^3$ and $\mathbb{R}^n$ for any $n \geq 2$, and many metric spaces, Riemannian manifolds, Hilbert spaces, or graphs.

Therefore, not only is there a difference between making use of structures (in the general sense of mathematical structure) and structuralist assumptions, but it is in fact quite common that the former applies while the latter doesn’t. Structures in the general sense of the term may, but often do not, boil down to structures in the narrow sense. This has three consequences for research in a structuralist turn.

Consequence 1. Structural vs. Structuralist Agendas. Much like the two senses of the term ‘structure’ at issue here are often conflated, so are structural and structuralist agendas. Both are subsumed under the general heading of ‘structuralism’, for example. A first consequence of the above is that there is a difference between structural and structuralist agendas, and it is important to be clear about which agenda one is pursuing when engaging in structuralist research.

If one is using mathematical tools and methods, for example, to help place “structural phenomenal properties at the core of the science of consciousness” [5], as required by a very attractive position called weak methodological structuralism that has recently been put forward by David Chalmers, then one is engaging in a structural agenda: an agenda which makes use of mathematical spaces and mathematical structure but which is not committed to a structuralist claim. Structural tools like mathematical spaces can also be employed if one rejects the idea that structure (understood in the narrow sense of the term) is all that matters. They are free of explanatory and epistemic charge.

Consequence 2. Metaphysics of the Mind. Structuralist approaches are not metaphysically neutral. They imply that certain properties that some consider crucial with respect to consciousness do not exist, or are not knowable. For example, if ontic phenomenal structuralism is true, then there are no intrinsic phenomenal properties, and no genuinely private properties. Ontic structural realism implies that there are no qualia as conventionally understood [10]. If epistemic phenomenal structuralism is true, then one cannot know of intrinsic or private properties, all we know about conscious experiences derives from structural properties.

Structural approaches are not tied to these assumptions. They are perfectly compatible with the existence of intrinsic or private properties. As far as the mathematics is concerned,
if private or intrinsic properties exist (or if there are properties which are not accessible to structural cognitive processing, for that matter), this simply means that the automorphism group of the structure is not trivial. There are points that cannot be individuated by structure alone.

To give a very simple example, consider the case where there is no structure in the narrow sense of the term at all, i.e. the case where there are no relations or functions between qualities or qualia at all. This case can be described in terms of mathematics: the qualities or qualia simply form a set. A set is a mathematical structure according to the definition of mathematical structure referenced above. It is the simplest case of a mathematical structure, but an important one. So while this case is opposed to the ideals of structuralist thinking, it is a simple but perfectly fine example of a structural approach.

What is more, structural approaches might actually help to address intrinsic, private or ineffable properties in scientific contexts. My first paper on consciousness, [32], is devoted precisely to this issue. In a nutshell, I show that mathematical tools can be used to formulate theories of consciousness that address these properties even if they are, in an intersubjective sense, non-collatable. Because of these mathematical tools, mathematical approaches allow us to go further than non-mathematical approaches can go. Ultimately, this works because, in the words of Jürgen Jost, “[m]athematics translates concepts into formalisms and applies those formalisms to derive insights that are usually not amenable to a less formal analysis.” [29].

Consequence 3. Metaphysics beyond the Mind. The third consequence, finally, concerns the conviction mentioned at the beginning of this section that structural approaches seem to many to be tied to physicalist or reductionist metaphysics.

The intuition that motivates this conviction arguably derives from the equivocation of structural and structuralist assumptions, together with the idea that science can only explain relations. If structural assumptions would indeed imply that “[t]here is nothing to specifying what something is over and above stating its location in a structure” [11], and the physical sciences could only explain structure, then it would indeed be the case that structural approaches would render consciousness amenable to scientific and arguably physicalist explanation. What is more, when ontology is concerned, structuralist assumptions imply that none of the prototypical non-physicalist properties of consciousness exist (cf. Consequence 2). This, too, intuitively speaks in favour of a physicalist and reductionist research programme.

While it is clear that these intuitions do not have the force of a logical argument, it seems fair to say that structuralist assumptions are well aligned with physicalist metaphysics, and in the form of one of its most promising incarnations, neuro-phenomenal structuralism [11] [45], might even “open an attractive door for reductionism” [11].

The problem with the conviction mentioned above is that structural approaches are not necessarily structuralist approaches. The majority of mathematical spaces that are used in the sciences have a non-trivial automorphism group and therefore do not satisfy the defining criterion of a structuralist approach as understood in the context of structuralism in consciousness science. In other words, one can choose to apply mathematical tools and methods to describe
consciousness without committing to structural assumptions and a fortiori without committing to physicalist or reductionist metaphysics. Structural approaches can be used and might be beneficial in any type of metaphysical programme, from reductive physicalism to property dualism or idealism.

In fact, there are a number of structuralist approaches which target non-physicalist metaphysics already, on the level of toy-models. [2], for example, uses mathematical language to outline how the neutral domain in a Pauli-Jung style dual aspect monism might relate to the mental and physical aspects. And the proposals [66] and [67] use a category-based graphical calculus to indicate how ideas from the Yogacara school of Buddhist philosophy could be fleshed out in terms of a scientific theory of consciousness.

I make these points not to argue for a non-physicalist research programme, but to show that structural approaches are not tied to physicalist or reductionist assumptions. Rather, my point is that mathematical spaces and mathematical structures provide descriptive tools that can be applied independently of metaphysical assumptions, and in research programmes of any metaphysical flavour. Structural approaches do not have metaphysical premises, and they do not come with a preferred metaphysical interpretation.

4. Isomorphisms and Structure-Preserving Mappings

The core question which drives the scientific study of consciousness is the question of how conscious experiences and “the physical” relate. A ubiquitous mathematical object in the context of mathematical structures is that of an isomorphism, explained in detail below. Because of its ubiquity, when introducing structure to the phenomenal domain, many feel that it is natural to assume that this structure is related to physical structure by an isomorphism or structure-preserving map more generally. My goal here is to show that this assumption is not in fact justified. We either need to search for a rigorous justification, or if there is none, proceed in different ways.

Intuitively speaking, an isomorphism expresses a relation between two structures. Precisely speaking, it is a bijective mapping between the domains of two structures that preserves the relations or functions of these structures. That is, it is a map from the elements or points of one structure to the elements or points of another structure. A map is bijective if it is one-to-one and onto.

In practice, because the physical has a much larger domain and much richer structure than the phenomenal, when the concept of an isomorphism is applied in consciousness science, what is actually meant is an isomorphism onto the image. This means that there is an isomorphism from the phenomenal domain to a substructure of the physical domain. Often, homomorphisms are used as well. They are defined exactly like isomorphisms, except that they do not have to be one-to-one or onto. Strictly speaking, though, homomorphisms are not appropriate either.

For the nerds ;-) The concept of homomorphism as used in mathematics presumes that two structures have the same signature, meaning that both structures need to have the same type of functions or relations: functions or relations of the same arity, that is. Because the physical has much more structure than the phenomenal (think about the rich structure of electrodynamics in the case of neurons, say), the concept of homomorphism is too strong to express the underlying idea. One could attempt to define a partial homomorphism as a homomorphism that respects some, but not all, structures of the target domain. But for questions other than...
but to avoid unnecessary technical details, I will admit them too. I will use the term structure-preserving mapping to denote homomorphisms or isomorphisms with the understanding that the domains and structures of the source and target have been adapted appropriately to avoid the technical problems. As far as intuition is concerned, my comments are easiest understood when thinking about an isomorphism onto the image.

The assumption under discussion then is:

**(ISO)** The physical and the phenomenal are related by a structure-preserving mapping from the phenomenal domain to the physical domain.\(^\text{11}\)

This assumption is a very consequential assumption. It promises, for example, a new methodology for measuring Neural Correlates of Consciousness (NCCs). To date, NCC research has to make use of intricate measures of consciousness \[25\], to distinguish between trials where the subject perceives a stimulus consciously from trials where it doesn’t. If (ISO) is true, a whole new avenue for investigating NCCs is available: to search, among neural structures in the brain, for structures that are homomorphic to or identical with the structures of the phenomenal domain. This search could, in principle, be carried out independently of any measure of consciousness, and might give a unique result, so that potentially at least there is a methodology where one “[does] not have to worry whether subjects ‘really’ had a phenomenal experience of a stimulus” \[37\].

The existence of a structure-preserving mapping between the phenomenal and physical domain also has important consequences for theories of consciousness: it implies that a large class of theories of consciousness is false, namely all those which do not take the form of a homomorphism. A good example of this is Integrated Information Theory (IIT) \[52\]. It is sometimes assumed that IIT is structure-preserving or even an isomorphism, but according to IIT’s mathematical formulation, this is not the case. The mathematics of IIT come with two clear ‘slots’ for the physical and phenomenal domain. One of the slots is the input to the theory’s algorithm. It requires a physical description of a system, for example in terms of neurons. The other slot is the output of the theory’s algorithm. For every system and physical state of this system, this output is a mathematical structure called ‘Maximally Irreducible Conceptual Structure’ in IIT 3.0, and ‘Φ-structure’ in IIT 4.0. This structure “is identical to [the system’s] experience” \[52\]. The mathematical algorithm of the theory specifies a mapping

\[\text{[Footnote 11]}\] In addition to the problem mentioned in Footnote \[10\] there is also the question of which direction a homomorphism should take. Should it go from the physical domain to the phenomenal domain, as in \[11\], or vice versa? Because it is unlikely that all elements of the physical domain are mapped to the phenomenal domain (there are neural mechanisms which are not relevant for conscious experiences, for example), and because a map in the sense of mathematics requires a specification of a target element for every element of the source domain, it seems more natural to me to choose the phenomenal-to-physical direction. Choosing the physical-to-phenomenal direction would require one to introduce yet another sense of partiality, that of a partial function, which is only defined on some of its elements. The problem with this is that a homomorphism which is partial in both this sense and the sense of Footnote \[10\] always exists, so that the statement becomes empty. This is not the case for an isomorphism onto the image in the phenomenal-to-physical direction, because of the need to specify a target element in the physical for every source element in the phenomenal in such a way that the image has the same structure as the phenomenal. This is why I think isomorphisms onto the image in the phenomenal-to-physical direction are the right tool (and the right intuition) to work with, though my comments below do not turn on this choice.
between those two slots which is not a homomorphism. Therefore, the theory does not specify a homomorphism between the physical and phenomenal domains. And consequently, if (ISO) is true then IIT must be wrong.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Are isomorphisms justified?} The above shows that (ISO) is indeed a very consequential assumption. This would be good news if (ISO) were also a justified assumption. But, as I will argue here, this is not the case. While isomorphisms and homomorphisms are natural in mathematics, they appear not to be the right sort of object to achieve the goals of consciousness science in investigating the relation of the phenomenal and the physical. For the purpose of this discussion, I will assume that these goals are “to explain, predict, [or] control the phenomenological properties of conscious experience” (my italics) in terms of physical properties, following Anil Seth’s \textit{Real Problem of Consciousness} \cite{64}, with the understanding that phenomenal structure is an integral part of phenomenal character, and that structural properties are properties too.

My comments are tied directly to what an isomorphism or homomorphism is. As explained above, isomorphisms and homomorphisms are mappings between the domains of two structures (between the \textit{points} or \textit{elements} of these structures, that is) which satisfy certain conditions. The conditions enforce that the mappings are compatible with the structures on both ends. This has two important consequences for the question at hand.

The first consequence is that a homomorphism presupposes that the structures on both ends of the mapping are given. If only one of the two structures is given, or none even, then (ISO) becomes an empty statement. This is because \textit{any} mapping of the form \( f : E \rightarrow P \), where \( P \) denotes the physical domain and \( E \) denotes the experiential domain, can be turned into a homomorphism if at most one domain comes with structure. One can simply define the structure on the other domain so that the mapping becomes a homomorphism. Assuming that there is a homomorphism without presupposing that structure on both ends of the mapping is given amounts to not assuming anything at all.

But if a homomorphism presupposes structures on both ends, it doesn’t explain, predict or allow to control these structures. Homomorphisms fall short to explain, predict or allow to control those phenomenal properties they were introduced to cope with.

Second, and more importantly in my opinion, homomorphisms do not have the right mathematical form to \textit{pick out} which structure there is. That is the case because they are maps from domains to domains. They do not actually map from structures to structures, as is sometimes

\textsuperscript{12}The only way to enforce viewing IIT as an isomorphism is by claiming that the output of IIT’s algorithm is itself a physical structure, which then happens to be related by an isomorphism to the phenomenal domain. Given the interpretation of the mathematical structure outputted by IIT as “identical to [the system’s] experience” \cite{52}, and because the mathematical quantities outputted by IIT’s algorithm do not appear anywhere else in the physical sciences, and are conceptually and mathematically rather involved, the choice of regarding this structure as physical seems somewhat arbitrary, to say the least. It also violates the implicit presupposition in (ISO) that there are more or less well-defined structures on both the phenomenal and physical sides. If there were no constraints on which structure to consider, then (ISO) would be an empty statement. Any mapping of the form \( f : P \rightarrow E \), where \( P \) denotes physical structure and \( E \) denotes phenomenal structure, can be turned into an homomorphism between the physical and the phenomenal if \( E \) is taken to be a physical structure as well. As a rule of thumb, if a structure is actively defined by a theory of consciousness, rather than just adapted from some other part of science, it should probably not count as physical structure in the sense required by (ISO).
thought. They only map points in one domain to points in another domain in such a way that
the mapping between the points respects the structure on both ends. This speaks against an
explanatory or predictive function as well, as I shall now explain.

Let us first consider explanation. Do homomorphisms, or other structure-preserving mappings, explain phenomenal structure in terms of physical structure? There are various notions
of explanation that are available in science, ranging from the early deductive-nomological and
inductive-statistical ideas studied by Carl Hempel [21, 20] to more modern understandings
of explanation in the form of causal-mechanical models [62], unificationist models [14, 50],
contrastive explanation [77] or interventionalist models [78, 22].

It is clear that homomorphisms do not fit the original Hempel models of explanation because
they do not derive phenomenal structure in any meaningful sense from a general law and initial
conditions. What is crucial though is that they also don’t sit well with the other models of
explanation. This is the case because, in one form or another, these models all require ‘what if
things had been different’ information. In the causal-mechanical model of explanation, ‘what
if things had been different’ information is required to test the robustness of a purported
causal mechanism. In unificationist models it matters for questions of breadth of a unifying
explanation. In contrastive explanations it is central to deal with alternative scenarios that
would have occurred under different conditions. And in interventionist models, it is required
to explicate how an intervention changes the explanandum variable.

Homomorphisms do not pick out structure on the physical or phenomenal side, they only re-
late points of the domains in a structure-preserving way. Therefore, they do not provide ‘what
if things had been different’ information about phenomenal structure. But ‘what if things had
been different’ information is required by the above-mentioned models of explanations. There-
fore, homomorphisms do not constitute an explanation of phenomenal structure according to
these models.

Because homomorphisms don’t pick out phenomenal structure, they do not offer alternatives
to how phenomenal structure could be if things had been different. For this reason, they do
not predict phenomenal structure. Prediction, too, requires mathematical tools that pick out
the right structure among a class of possible structures.

A helpful way to think about the problems of explanation and prediction is to think about
what would define phenomenal structure in terms of neural structure, or physical structure
more generally. Consider, as an analogy, computer games. Computer games employ mathem-
atical structure to model rich and detailed visual imagery. Yet the mathematical models are
defined mostly in terms of objects in the sense of object-oriented programming. There is noth-
ing in the actual code of the game which resembles the structure of the visual scene; rather,
the code defines how the structure should be rendered, and it does so in terms of objects and
properties. The visual structure created by the game is not homomorphic to the code that
runs in order to create the scenes, yet it is defined by the code. This example illustrates that
homomorphisms are not the kind of thing one would expect when defining structure.

What these points illustrate, on my view, is that homomorphisms and structure-preserving
mappings more generally are not the right sort of object to define, explain, predict or control
phenomenal structure. They might be natural in the context of mathematical questions, but they are not natural for the purposes of consciousness science.

Consequently, (ISO) is not in fact a natural or justified assumption. We either need to search for a rigorous justification, or if there is none, proceed in different ways. Because (ISO) is so consequential for theoretical and experimental work, using (ISO) without proper justification, or in the hope that a justification will eventually be found, is not a viable option.

**What, if not isomorphisms?** If isomorphisms and homomorphisms are not the sort of thing that explains, predicts or defines phenomenal structure, what is? Which mathematical objects should we use to relate the physical and the phenomenal in a structuralist turn?

My view is that there is no general mathematical principle that we can commit to. Rather, much like theories of consciousness in the pre-structural area were built one-by-one, we have to build structural theories one-by-one, working with different ideas, concepts, motivations and metaphysics in each case. The challenge of finding the right mathematics to explicate these ideas, concepts and motivations in a structural context is not something we can bypass by choosing one mathematical tool that fits them all. This is not technically possible, but also it is not desirable. The difference between ideas, concepts and metaphysical underpinnings in a structural context is precisely in the mathematics that relate the physical to phenomenal structure. We cannot waive the problem of finding the right mathematics without also waiving the possibility of choosing different metaphysical or conceptual ideas.

5. **Which Phenomenal Structure?**

My final comment concerns the question of which structure to consider when embarking on structural research. That’s the question of what phenomenal structure is and how we find it. This question is important because conscious experience does not “come with” mathematical structure in any direct sense. There is nothing in what it is like to experience something that is per se mathematically structured, other than if one explicitly experiences something mathematical.¹³

Rather, mathematical spaces and mathematical structures are tools or languages we can use to describe (or model) phenomenal character, much like English or any other language can be used to describe phenomenal character. And just as we need definitions or conventions to apply English language terms, we need definitions or conventions to apply mathematical terms. These might not be as simple as in the case of English, but still they flesh out the conditions under which one is, and under which one isn’t, justified in making a structural and mathematical claim.

Because mathematics is a different type of language from English, the definitions or conventions to apply structural terminology are of a different type too. They constitute methodologies, meaning they are collections of methods, procedures or rules, that can and need to be used to assess mathematical claims.

¹³We do experience mathematical structures if we know and recognize them, for example in the case of geometrical shapes, or if we actually work with mathematical structures. But we do not experience non-mathematical experiences as mathematically structured. We do not, for example, experience colours as constituting a metric space or having a partial order.
Because phenomenal character does not “come with” mathematical structure in any direct sense, any claim about a structural fact, and any application of structural ideas, is always relative to a specific understanding of what phenomenal structure is, and a fortiori, relative to the methodology that defines this particular understanding. That is, it is not meaningful to claim that experiences have a certain structure. Much like a claim about whether experiences have qualia depends on what exactly one takes the term qualia to denote, the claim that experiences have a certain structure depends on what one takes phenomenal structure to denote. When working with or thinking about phenomenal structure, we need to be clear about which methodology we presume. Otherwise, we’re prone to making errors. This is the first major point I’d like to make in this comment.

What is phenomenal structure, and how do we find it? There are three important landmarks that have influenced the way in which we use mathematical structures to describe conscious experiences today: quality spaces as introduced by Austen Clark [7], quality spaces as introduced by David Rosenthal [58, 56] and Q-spaces as introduced in IIT 2.0 [71]. While these methodologies have served an important function in enabling structural research, it is also important to be clear about their shortcomings.

As far as IIT is concerned, the obvious shortcoming is that the theory does not provide a phenomenal interpretation of the structure it proposes, other than the claim that the structure “is identical to [the system’s] experience” [52]. This gives rise to what David Chalmers has called the Rosetta Stone Problem [5]: the problem of how to translate the mathematical structure that IIT proposes into phenomenological terms. In other words, IIT does not actually specify a methodology that clarifies how to interpret and test their proposed structure in phenomenal terms.

The proposals by Clark and Rosenthal do specify methodologies. The major shortcoming of these methodologies, on my view, is that they conflate three sources of mathematical structure:

1. **Mathematical Convenience.** Some of the structure is introduced simply for mathematical convenience.

2. **Laboratory Operations.** Some of the mathematical structure refers to, or depends on, laboratory operations.

Therefore, working with mathematical structure in consciousness science is different from working with mathematical structure physics or other natural sciences. In physics and other natural science, we do not have direct access to the phenomena we’re studying. In a certain sense, for structural claims in physics, anything goes, as long as the relevant notion of measurement for that structure reproduces what is observed. This is why there are hugely different proposals about the structure of spacetime, for example, ranging from quantized spacetime [10] and emergent spacetime [39] to proposals that depart completely from what we intuitively think spacetime should be [12]. As long as limiting processes exist that relate these proposals to previous models, in this case the notion of spacetime of General Relativity, all those proposals are viable options. This is not the case for consciousness, because consciousness has a different epistemic context. For example, it exhibits what is sometimes called epistemic asymmetry; there are “two fundamentally different methodological approaches that enable us to gather knowledge about consciousness: we can approach it from within and from without; from the first-person perspective and from the third-person perspective. Consciousness seems to distinguish itself by the privileged access that its bearer has to it” [49]. In other words, in addition to the usual scientific way of accessing and modelling a phenomenon there is a second way of accessing the phenomenon (described in terms of the first person perspective metaphor above). Because of this different epistemic context, using mathematical structure to describe a phenomenon is different in the case of consciousness, and more constrained, than in the case of physics.
3. Conscious Experience. Only part of the mathematical structure actually pertains to conscious experiences or phenomenal character.

Clark’s Quality Spaces. Quality spaces as introduced by Austen Clark are based on the following methodology. To construct the quality space for an individual subject, one fixes a class of stimuli that can be presented to the subject, and defines two tasks that the subject can complete in response to the presentation of one or more stimuli. The first task probes whether the subject is able to discriminate the experience elicited by two different stimuli consciously. The second task probes whether the subject experiences a stimulus to be more similar to a reference stimulus than another stimulus. This is called relative similarity.

The discrimination task is used to define a global indiscriminability relation on the class of stimuli. While discriminability does not constitute an equivalence relation, global indiscriminability does. This equivalence relation partitions the set of stimuli. Each set in this partition contains stimuli which are globally indiscriminable from each other, and defines a quality in Clark’s proposal. The collection of the sets in this partition (the space of equivalence classes of $S$, in mathematical terminology) defines the domain of the quality space that is being constructed.

The relative similarity task is used to define a graph, in the mathematical sense of the term, between the qualities. Working with stimuli that represent the different qualities, one first collects relative similarity data. This is data about whether a quality $q_1$ is more similar to a reference quality $q_0$ than another quality $q_2$. One might find that the pair $(q_1, q_0)$ is more similar to each other than the pair $(q_2, q_0)$, say. Having collected this data for all qualities in the set, one then represents them as a graph. Every quality one has previously constructed is a node of the graph, and every pair $(q_i, q_j)$ about which one has relative similarity data is an edge of the graph between the nodes that represent the qualities. The important part now is that the edges get labels, namely numbers, and these numbers must be chosen in such a way that the relative similarity judgements that have been collected are represented truthfully by the ordering of the numbers. The label of the edge $(q_1, q_0)$ above, for example, must be a lower number than the label of the edge $(q_2, q_0)$, because the former pair is more similar to each other than the latter pair. The result of this procedure is a labelled graph, where the nodes represent qualities and the labels represent relative similarity. Mathematically speaking, it is a POSET-label led graph, where POSET means ‘partially ordered set’. The partial order is the phenomenal structure of the relative similarity experiences.

Up to this point all the mathematical structure is still grounded in conscious experience, to a large extent. The data to carry out the constructions is based on tasks that might utilize reports or behavioural measures, but these tasks should depend on what is experienced.

---

15 Clark mostly has humans in mind, but does consider the case of animals briefly in [7]. Nothing hinges on humans in the methodology he proposes.

16 There is considerable freedom in which class of stimuli to choose and how to define and implement the tasks, which is why the proposal constitutes a methodology much more than a definition, on my view.

17 Two stimuli are globally indiscriminable if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) The two stimuli are indiscriminable from each other.

(2) The two stimuli have identical indiscriminability relations to all other stimuli in $S$. 
The next step in Clark’s methodology consists of introducing a metric, and in fact a Euclidean space. To this end, it makes use of a procedure known as ‘multidimensional scaling’ [3]. In Clark’s case, it consists of finding an embedding of the graph into an Euclidean metric space in such a way that the distance between the nodes of the graph—which are mapped to points in the metric space—reproduce the ordering of relative similarity that the labels of the graph encode.

From the perspective of phenomenal character, this step is mind-blowing. Not only is the metric introduced without any reference to experience, but this step also leads to the introduction of many more points besides the original qualities that were carefully constructed making use of global indiscriminability. Technically speaking, it leads to an infinity of additional points, all of which feature in the metric function of the space, and none of which is any different from the points that were carefully constructed based on tasks and stimuli.

The only justification I can think of why one would make use of this last step, as compared to just working with the POSET-labelled graph, is mathematical convenience. A POSET-labelled graph might just be too unfamiliar a mathematical object, or maybe the reason is that it cannot easily be stored on a computer in familiar ways. In either case, the last step which introduces the metric function fails to be grounded in conscious experience. It is an example of [1] above.

Rosenthal’s Quality Spaces. The construction of quality spaces as defined by David Rosenthal is based on a class of stimuli as well. But in this case, one only needs a discrimination task, as well as means to vary the stimuli.

The main step in Rosenthal’s methodology is to construct Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs) from variations of the stimuli and the discrimination task. To this end, one varies a stimulus in some direction until the subject notices the difference between the stimulus and the variation. The class of stimuli which one can reach by varying one stimulus without creating a JND gives a set or region in stimulus space, and much like in the case of Clark, the idea is that these regions constitute qualities. A metric function is introduced on the set of qualities by counting the minimal number of regions one has to pass so as to go from one quality to the other.

In this proposal too, there is a question as to the experiential source of the metric function. Because the metric function can be specified once JNDs have been constructed without needing any additional data, it might not legitimately represent anything over and above the JNDs and their neighbourhood relations. And while we do experience color qualities as instantiating a relative similarity structure, we do not experience qualities to be a certain number of steps apart, as a metric would require if it indeed represented a structure of conscious experience. So there is a worry of the metric being due to mathematical convenience as well here.

A more fundamental worry though in this case concerns the variations of stimuli that one needs in order to construct JNDs and their neighborhood relations in the first place. The idea of a variation—starting with one stimulus and then changing that stimulus continuously until

---

18 For a more careful examination of the case of a metric, cf. [34]. For questions on how quality spaces should relate to consciousness or phenomenal character according to the underlying theory, cf. below.
a subject notices a difference—requires a topology on the stimulus space. The mathematical structure of topology is precisely what provides continuous curves in this sense. A topology defines what it means to “draw a line without lifting a pen” on an abstract space, so to speak. Without a topology, there is no notion of closeness of two points. One could go from any point to any other point immediately.

The problem is that different topologies give different variations. So when one actually constructs a quality space according to Rosenthal’s methodology in the lab, the resulting space depends on the topology of the stimulus space that has been used. Much like there isn’t just a single notion of colour space, there isn’t just a single topology on colour stimuli one can use. As a result, the metric function that one constructs in an application of Rosenthal’s methodology actually depends on the topology that has been chosen in the experiment, which is a laboratory operation in the sense of 2, above.

In the case of Rosenthal’s methodology, there is in fact a theory behind the methodology which can be used to answer these and similar worries. When I asked David Rosenthal about the problem regarding variations, for example, he countered by assuming that there is just one actual physical topology in reality and this is what should be used. Similarly, there is a theory that discharges the methodology from the problem that, according to the usual understanding of the discrimination task in this case, discriminations could also be made unconsciously.

It is good that these and other problems of Rosenthal’s methodology have thorough answers if one presumes his theoretical point of view. But if quality spaces are to furnish a structural turn to the extent indicated in Section 2, they cannot presume a specific theory. This is why I have always been tempted, maybe mistakenly, to read Rosenthal’s proposal as a general methodology that is independent from his theory. This is possible and addressing the above-mentioned problems on purely methodological grounds leads, on my view, to fruitful further developments of his construction (cf. Section 5 and 34).

**How to move forward.** In the last two sections, I have analysed two proposals for methodologies that define what quality spaces are. While these proposals have served an important role in enabling structural thinking, much of the essential structure in these proposals is not actually grounded in conscious experiences, but in mathematical convenience and laboratory operations.

It is possible to go beyond individual methodologies and analyse the type of condition that is applied in these proposals and more recent work. That is, the type of condition that decides whether a mathematical structure is a quality space or phenomenal space—a mathematical structure of conscious experiences, to use a general term. In a nutshell, all existing proposals I know of amount to:

(A) Conditions on the domains of a mathematical structure, formulated in terms of qualities, qualia, phenomenal properties or similar aspects of conscious experiences.

(B) The requirement that the mathematical axioms of the structure (such as the axiom that the metric distance between a point and itself is zero) are satisfied.

---

19It’s not clear to me how this would work in practice, I should add, given that this topology is presumably defined by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). The topology of QED states is too far removed from experimental practice to be applicable, on my view.
This type of condition can be shown to be insufficient to ground a thorough understanding of phenomenal structure. This is the case because (a) it is prone to admitting incompatible structures, (b) allows for arbitrary re-definitions of structures that still satisfy the condition, and (c) in a subtle but important sense, the condition is indifferent to structural facts of conscious experience. I do not have the space here to explain these problems in detail; they are explained and illustrated in [34, Section 1].

I take the problems of existing proposals, and the insufficiency of the general type of condition that is applied, to constitute a need of constructing a new methodology for phenomenal spaces. This methodology needs to take previous methodologies into account, but needs to amend and extend them to avoid the three insufficiency problems as well as the issues with non-conscious sources of the mathematical structure.

In [34], Tim Ludwig and I have set out to find a methodology that achieves this task. Our proposal shares with David Rosenthal’s methodology that it rests on variations, though in our case, any transition from one conscious experience to another conscious experience counts as variation, we do not demand continuity or restrict to changes that are induced by changes of stimuli.

Put in terms of phenomenal properties, the core intuition of our proposal is that a mathematical structure is a phenomenal space if and only if there is a phenomenal property that behaves exactly as the mathematical structure does under variations. If a variation preserves the mathematical structure (if it is an automorphism of the structure, in mathematical terms), then it must not change the phenomenal property. If, conversely, a variation does not preserve the mathematical structure, then it must change the phenomenal property. In a nutshell: there is something “in” conscious experience (the phenomenal property) that behaves exactly as the mathematical structure does.

6. Conclusion

Structural approaches, which make use of mathematical structure to describe or model conscious experiences, offer new and valuable avenues for studying consciousness. My aim in this paper is to provide three comments that I consider important when engaging in structural research. Each comment targets what is, in my view, a misconception or misunderstanding that I aim to clarify.

My first comment focuses on the metaphysical underpinnings of structural approaches. I show that, contrary to popular belief, structural approaches are not tied to physicalist or reductive metaphysics. Instead, they offer versatile descriptive tools that can be utilised irrespective of one’s metaphysical commitments, across research programmes of any metaphysical flavour.

My second comment concerns isomorphisms and structure-preserving mappings. A number of emerging structuralist research programmes rely on assuming a structure-preserving mapping between the phenomenal and the physical domain. I argue that this assumption is unwarranted, and that isomorphisms and structure-preserving mappings are not the right mathematical object to provide explanations, predictions, or definitions of phenomenal structure. Instead, we should direct our attention to structural theories of consciousness, without
expecting a single mathematical formalism to fit them all. One major experimental consequence of this is that methods such as Representational Similarity Analysis [11], which search for structural similarity, may not be the right approach to search for the neural correlates of structure.

My third and final comment focuses on the question of what phenomenal structure is, and how we find it. Conscious experiences do not “come with” mathematical structure in any meaningful sense. Rather, mathematical spaces and mathematical structure offer a language to describe or represent conscious experiences, and just like we need definitions or conventions to apply English language terms to consciousness, we need definitions or conventions to apply structural terms. In the case of structure, the definitions and conventions take the form of methodologies that govern how to construct or use the mathematical terminology. In my final comment, I review the two major methodologies that have guided recent developments: quality spaces as introduced by Austen Clark, and quality spaces as introduced by David Rosenthal. I show that both suffer from fundamental issues, and discuss how to move forward in light of this.
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